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FOREWORD

Frequently measurements are made under conditions which are

either hard to specify precisely or difficult to hold constant

for any considerable period. Corrections for drifts or shifts

arising from these uncontrolled conditions are often based on

measurements made upon control or standard samples periodically

introduced in the work schedule , These standard samples make

possible the adjustment of the ’-measurements on the test samples

at the price of diverting effort that might otherwise be spent

on test samples o The standard samples may be dispensed with by

picking put certain ones of the test samples for measurement at

a later time. This paper *present s some schedules for the selec-

tion of test samples for remeasurement. Vs/hen the schedule

possesses a balanced symmetry the arithmetical operations for

adjusting the observations become simple and easy. Furthermore

all the measurements made contribute information on the test

sample

,

This paper was prepared for presentation before the meeting

of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers in Cleveland s

Ohio;

J, H„ Curtiss
Chief, National Applied
Mathematics Laboratories

A, Vo Astin
Director
National Bureau of Standards
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Engineers expend much effort to bring about improvements
in the reliability of their measurements. As a result remarkable
advances in the sensitivity and performance of instruments have
been achieved. More attention has been given to the careful
specification and control of external factors which may influence
the results obtained with these better instruments. The objective,
has been to reduce the uncontrolled residual variation in measure-
ments to the point where it would be of minor importance; and
even to achieve a state of affairs where such chance variations
in measurements could be altogether ignored. It turns out that
it ,is an unending struggle to achieve this objective because
engineers put ever increasing demands upon their measurements.
In a competitive world small effects may have large economic
consequences. Porthermore , scientific discoveries sometimes
depend upon the detection of differences of small magnitude.

It Is worthwhile to pause and consider what sort of success
can be achieved by the control of disturbing external factors.
It is first necessary to ascertain what factors are operating in
this manner. Complete enumeration of the factors is not easy
and the search often end,s when further improvement in this
direction appears to require an undue amount of work. When
factors have been identified it is sometimes evident that the
necessary control is a costly and tedious undertaking. One of
the most common factors is temperature. In consequence there
exist a great variety of devices for controlling the temperature.
Alternat ively , if the temperature is not controlled it is
recorded and an appropriate adjustment made to the measurement.
After all has been done that can be done has success been achieved?
Almost invariably the measurements are still influenced by factors
not specified or by factors imperfectly controlled or allowed
for. That this is so is demonstrated by the universal experience
that two measurements will show better agreement when they are
made in the same laboratory than when each of two laboratories
reports one measurement.

Presented before the meeting of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, Cleveland, Ohio, 9 December 195'2.

National bureau of Standards
, Washington 29, D, C,
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Of c.ourse there is no substitute for this tracking down of
factors that disturb the measurements , It Is highly necessary
to get results that others can verify, But even today it comes
as something of a shock to observe how much variation there is

between laboratories when judged by the reproducibility of results
within a laboratory. This has stimulated the undertaking of large
scale and costly interlaboratory studies. Far too often the study
only confirms what one already knew: that the laboratories
disagree. The studies do not point the way to the elimination of
the disagreement.

One more remark may be made regarding success
#

or rather the
lack of success, in the reduction of variation to the point where
It does not obscure the small differences tnat may be of great
importance to the investigator. The rapid growth of interest
In statistical techniques probably reflects a reluctant awareness
that it will npt be possible to eliminate variation in measure-
mentSo Statistical methods of interpretation appear to many as
a way of living with this variation and making the best of it.

Most researches are carried out in a given laboratory. At
this stage it is, as a rule , not necessary to be concerned
about the between laboratory disagreements in absolute values.
Usually the series of results obtained in a particular investi-
gation are to be compared with one another. Relative precision
is all that is required. Presumably a sister laboratory that
Is known to get high results would obtain a similar series all
displaced on the high side and would draw the same conclusions
from an intercomparison of its results. What may be overlooked
is the existence of subdivisions within a laboratory that produce
the same sort of disturbing influence that is found between
laboratories. These subdivisions may-fbe of many kinds such as
different operators , machines, days, batches of reagent, etc.
Even when it is recognized that such subdivisions contribute to
the variation in the measurements nothing may be done about it.
The reason Is that the series of measurements is often t'oo long
to make it feasible to obtain them In one time period with one
operator on one machine using one homogeneous lot of material.
If the Investigation Involved only two or three or some other
small number it might be convenient to hold many or even all of
the above factors constant and secure for the Intercomparison
of this small set a very high precision. There is now available
an extensive array of schemes that extend to large sets the
high precision associated with small sets of measurements.
Statisticians refer to such schemes as Experimental Designs.
The remainder of the paper deals with some of the most recent
of these schemes.
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It is worth noting that, long before statisticians began
to explore the subject of experimental design, scientists in
certain circumstances made use of the basic idea involved. The
situation that virtually forced an experimenter to use the idea
back of the design of experiments usually arose when circumstances
beyond the control of the experimenter provided him with an
extremely

(

limited quantity of homogeneous material. An additional
supply would differ markedly from the first supply. Experimenters
learned, how long ago no one knows, that the thing to do was run
a control measurement on each of the several lots of material
and express the test results In terms of the control, A typical
example of this practice exists in exposure tests with paints.
It is known that the performance of a paint is greatly influenced
by the character of the surface to which it is applied. If the
substratum is not uniform for all tests then differences will
be ascribed to the paints that are, in reality, due to the sub-
stratum, A common test surface is wood, supplied by Nature, and
subject to all of Nature's vagaries. Neither are there any
obvious tests to satisfy the investigators that various pieces
of wood are equivalent for the purposes of the exposure test.
The experimenter falls back on a reasonable assumptions that is,
that two ad jacent pieces cut from the same board would be as
much alike as possible. The device employed Is simple. Take as
many pieces of board as there are paints to compare and cut each
board in two pieces keeping careful track of their identity, A
control or standard paint is applied to one half piece from each
board and the various test paints alloted to the remaining half,
somewhat as shown,

BOARD 12 3 4 5

Obviously the comparison of any test paint, say D, with its
standard or control gives the be-st -chance of a fair comparison.
If the 10 half pieces had been mixed up and 5 painted with 8 and
5 with the other paints there would be no way to match up like
halves, ft ds quite conceivable, that the variation shown among
the 5 pieces painted with S In the scheme above, exceeds the
actual dif-ferences among paints A through E, This does not
matter so long as each paint is judged against its own standard.
Clearly the success of this scheme depends upon it being possible
to show that. If the two halves from one board are painted with
S, the results agree much better than when the pieces come from
different boards. Presumably this must have been shown or half
the exposure facilities would not be expended on the standard
paint

,
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The performance of each paint may be expressed as a per cent
of the control from the same board and then these figures used
to rate the paints* Alternatively , the difference between the
results for each paint and its own standard could be taken and
applied to the average of all five results obtained with the
standard pieces* This might be more useful 9 as the average for
the standard so obtained should give a fair idea of what might
be the life of the paint on an 3 average 5 board.

If five boards are used only one piece of board has received
a given test paint and it might be well to use 10 or 15 boards
instead of Smaller differences between the paints will be
detectable if the average of two or three test results can be
used

,

The employment of a control paint has overcome the diversity
shown by different pieces of board but at a heavy price of
using up half the test boards with the control -paint* There
is an alternate way of setting up a Mcontrol w that was used
at least 35 years ago in another connection. The painting
schedule is changed. First, all possible pairings of the letters
SAB C D E are formed. There are 15 different pairs and these
are assigned to 15 test boards as shown,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lip 15

SSSSSAAAA B B B C C DABCDEBCDE G D E D E E

There is an immediate consequence of this revised arrangement.
The 15 test boards make available f iv

e

pieces for each of the
test paints and the control paint. The preceding scheme, using
15 boards, would have provided three pieces for each test paint-
and 15 control pieces. The three pieces for a given paint "would
have been compared with the three corresponding control pieces.

The problem i§ to set up a suitable ^control 5* for the revised
arrangement. Consider test paint A, tested on boards 1, 6, 7

,

8, and 9 > and paint B tested on l

up the following comparisons

:

Board 1
*» 6
*1 n

« 8
n

g

A
A
A
A
A

S
B
G
D
E

4

d
8

Total 5A - (S+B+C+D+E) Zd

:rds 2 10, 11, and 12

Board 2 B - S = d?
n 6 B - A = d6
11 10 B - G = d

10
*»

, 11 B - D = dll
n 12 B - E “ d12

a 5B - {S+A+C+D+E) = 2d
b;

Notice that • A is compared with a ^composite control 8* consisting
of S , B, C, D, and E, while B is matched against a **composite



control” consisting of S, A, C, D, (.and E. These ’’composite
controls” are unfortunately not identical as they 'must be if they
are to serve as a go between* It is, however, very easy to bring
the two controls into agreement. If there had been a board, both
ends of which had been painted with A, the difference between
the ends should be zero. That is, A is equal to A. If to

5A - (S+B4-C+D+E) = Zd a
there is added A - A =0

The result is 6A -- (S+A+B+C+D+B) ~ 2da
’’composite control”

the “composite control” is made to include all six paints,

A similar operation for paint B yields

6B - ( S+A+B+C+D+E )
~ Zd-^

’’composite control”

The same procedure is followed for paints 3, C, D, and E, all of
which give an expression with the same 11 composite control”. The
appropriate 2d, when divided by 6, gives for each paint the
difference between the paint and the average of the ’’composite
control”. These average differences, which, incidentally, are
based upon five test pieces instead of three, serve to rank the
six paints. It was suggested above that, when 3 w^as the control,
the average difference between a paint and its matched control
could be added to or subtracted from the average of all the
control pieces. Equally here, the obvious value to use for the
’’composite control” is the average of all 30 results, i.e„, the
five pieces available for all six paints.

' If there is any hesitancy to adopt the above-, synthetic
control as a reference value one may, if one desires, compare
any paint A with the control 3 by taking l/6 ( Zda“2d s } 0 The
’’composite control 11

, whatever its value, drops out of the picture.
This average difference may, if desired, be applied to the average
of the absolute values for 3 obtained from the five pieces painted
with S. The various paints may thus still be expressed In terms
of the performance of the standard. If the purpose Is merely
to rate the test paints among themselves then S may be omitted
altogether. Ten boards would then suffice and provide four test
pieces for each paint, instead of two when ten boards are used
with a single control.

This example with the test boards illustrates a very general
situation. Whenever there are unknown factors, or factors that
are difficult to evaluate and control, recourse may be had tc
this device of picking some small area and assuming that these
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disturbing factors operate in the same way over the area picked,,
Test results obtained within this small area are presumed to be
equally influenced by these unknown factors* The effects of
these unknown, factors "drop out55 in the comparisons 0 The term
'area 8 is used in 1 a generalized sense* The experimenter has
the responsibility to define the limits of the 8 area* within
which comparisons may be made to particular advantage. The
existence of such homogeneous areas is the indispensable con-
dition for the profitable use of most experimental designs*
A growing body of experimental evidence provides testimony that
such homogeneous areas do exist in the majority of experimental
programs *

Much work .has been done in recent years to determine the
most advantageous way of assigning; the test items to the homo»
geneous area* All of the ways can be resolved into one or another
manner of picking out the pairs to be formed* The use of a single
control ,

assigned invariably to a part of each area is the most
primitive and least efficient manner of making use of homogeneous
areas o There are

,
however, some other considerations that are

important to the experimenter* For example, ten paints, by thfe

single control system, require only ten boards ’whereas the
"composite control’'* system calls for 45 boards* But the ten
boards with the single control make no provision for estimating
the precision, of the comparisons. If the set is repeated, using
20 boards in all, then the precision of the comparisons may be
computed* This is still much less than 45 ® The 45 boards Will
of course give a much better experiment and also give a very good
estimate of the precision, but many wifi object to such an

,

increase in the size of the program*

The attractiveness of the ^composite control" arrangement
would be much enhanced .if the requirement for a complete set
of all possible pairs could be relaxed* Such is the case* For
example, with ten paints, instead of 45 pairs 1$ % 25 5 or 30 may
be selected* The 15 pairs cannot be ary chance selection but must
fulfill certain requirements of symmetry* The following 15 pairs
link the letters together, either directly or indirectly*

AH BF GE DE EJ
AT BG CG DF FI
AJ BJ Cl DH GH

Each letter, such as A, occurs three times and is paired
with just three other letters, as H, I, and J, These three othe
letters, it turns out, are also paired with the remaining six
letters, as JB, IG, HD, JE, IF, BG* To put it another ways
iet the 10 letters represent football teams* Pick a team* This
team plays three other teams* These t

1

hi'5<3® other teams meet the
six teams that did not play directly with the team first picked*

r
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Short of each team playing all other nine teams, which would be
a heavy schedule, the above scheme provides a satisfactory basis
for rating t]ne teams .

The same "composite control 4* can be set up for this selection
of pairs but a little more algebraic maneuvering is required.
The goal is to set up, by using differences, obtained from the
pairs, a comparison between a

_
given letter and a "composite

control" made up of a complete set of letters. This may be done
for the letter B by adding up the following pairings;

3(B - F

)

3(B - G)
3'(B - J)

F - D
F - I
G - C
G - H
J - A
J - E

and, of course, B - B

Resulting in 1QB - [ A+B+C+D+E+F-KJ+H+I+J) = Zd-u
I "composite control" 0

The factor of 3 for the first three differences x^as deter-
mined by inspection o It gave the desired composition for the
control, Notice that this really amounts to a system cf weighting.
In comparing a given letter with a "compos fife control" more
weight should be given to the letters met directly than to the
letters met indirectly through the good services of the inter-
mediaries .

Now the total number of boards for the ten paints has been
reduced to 15 * and an estimate of precision is still available.
Three test boards have been used for each paint. To get three
boards for each paint with the single control system 30, or twice
as many, boards would be required.

Picking a subset of 15 pairs from the complete set of I4.5

pairs leaves 30 pairs unused. These 30 pairs, too, as might be
guessed, possess the necessary symmetry to make possible setting
up a "composite control". Thirty boards would be needed and
these would provide six pieces for each paint. Still another way
of picking pairs which works £or all numbers is to write half the
letters at the head of a series of columns and the remaining
letters at the left of a series of rows. The required pairs are
given by the intersection of the rows and columns. Ten letters
give the following arrangement.
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ABODE
F .

G o

H .

e © Jo ©

o o d «

© © O 5»

JL e © €> O'1 ©

J » © © ©

If there were nine letters the last row is omitted, The pairs
are AF

,
AG, AH, AI

,
AJ, BF , BG ,

and sc on. It Is apparent that
when A and B are compared F, Gq H , I, J all serve as controls
because A and B have- each met these’ five letters . The pairs thus
selected do make it possible to set up as beiore a "composite
control^ and use the test material previously expended on a
single control for additional measurements on the items under
test o

The discussion thus far has been carried on as if the
"homogeneous area" was sufficient to. accomodate two, and only
two ? experimental items. Very often three , four, five or more
units constitute a natural area or block, A piece of wood might
be sawn lengthwise and the resulting pieces then sawn In half.
The four quarter pieces of the original piece of wood may be
considered as very much alike,. Single controls are often used
in such cases. Indeed, the larger block cuts down the proportion
of work expended on the control item. There is a very great gain
also for the method of "composite controls’*, because, each squad
of block sets up a considerable number of the required pairings.
If the blocks contain four items then six paitrs per block are
immediately obtained, A very pretty example of how this may work
out is afforded by the assignment of ten paints in sets of four
to five pieces of wood cut into quarters.

1

A B

G D
-— A,

2

A
»

•

E
i

F , G
mB

H

4

F

H Lil

5

D "G

I • J

There are six pairs per sqpare, 30 pairs in all, A little
checking will satisfy the reader that these 30 pairs are exactly
the 30 pairs left over when the 15 pairs previously discussed
were picked from, the complete set of 45 pairs which can be
formed from the ten letters. It has already been stated that the
residual 30 pairs are readily grouped so that the* "compos ite
control" can be set up for each of the lettejrs, The five original
pieces of wood have provided two test pieces for each letter, so$
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that the number qf test pieces (20) is even fewer than the 30
test pieces required to form just 1£ pairs when the area accomo-
dates only two paints.

The same 30 pairings can also be set up by using ten blocks
each of which accomodates t'hr e e items *

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10

A B C D E F G H T
JL J

B E J A P G I C D H
C H D G A J E F B I

The intention at this time is not to provide a catalog of
such arrangements. Rather, the desire is to show how a basic
principle, long employed in scientific work, has undergone some
elegant elaboration with an obvious gain in effectiveness. Less
than twenty years ago Yates (5) wrote the initial theoretical
paper in this field. Much of the important further development
of the theory of these arrangements is due to Bose (1, 2), The
earlier arrangements put little stress on holding to a minimum
the number of test pieces, chiefly because it was thought that
the major field of application would be in agriculture. There
are two recent books on the design of experiments; one by Cochran
and Cox (3)

,

and one giving more of the mathematical theory by
Kempthorne (l±) , A very elementary introduction is available In
the authqr’s book ,{b).

These arrangements are not an academic pastime. They have
been found useful in the comparison of standard meter bars,
Weston standard cells, temperature standards, and radio-activity
standards. Such examples show that these arrangements are not
limited to relatively crude measurements as may be the case in
exposure tests. The utility of the device of a ‘’composite control 5 '

is probably limited only by the ingenuity of the experimenters
in recognizing areas of homogeneity in their operatiphs and their
taking good advantage of the increase in precision that such
areas make possible.
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